Your pathway to productivity

Your time is valuable. Managing your printer is not always your first priority, but a little proactivity can go a long way.

Instead of waiting for unplanned downtime, you can anticipate and address issues long before they become problems.

Videojet LifeCycle Advantage™ uses intuitive software, data-driven reporting and quickly-accessible expert advice to help users maintain, recover and improve their coding operations.

Remote alerts to accelerate response to potential printer issues

Remote diagnosis of failed part(s) and definition of corrective actions for faster onsite repair

Remote recovery with Videojet technical experts one click away

Preventive maintenance and health checks to help maintain optimal performance

Leverage the expert onsite service footprint, delivering unmatched onsite response time

One-on-one, onsite consultative services to help optimize and improve your application

Proactive knowledge of printer needs to help address issues before they occur

Remote recovery with Videojet technical experts one click away

Remote maintenance, remote and onsite training based on printer and operation-specific data

Leverage the largest service footprint, delivering unmatched onsite response time

Predictive analytics and reporting, providing insight on continuous improvement opportunities

One-on-one, onsite consultative services to help optimize and improve your application

Remote recovery with Videojet technical experts one click away

Videojet experts are here to help

Visit www.videojet.com/LCA

800-843-3610

info@videojet.com
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